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• Infrastructure assets offer predictability
and stability of future cash flows in
an increasingly uncertain investment
environment
• Foreseeable organic growth in
cash flows and dividends of listed
infrastructure companies is supported
by required investment into aging
infrastructure
• New infrastructure investment
to comply with changing energy
regulations and societies’ need for
clean energy is also a steady source
of growth for the medium term

The macro backdrop for global markets
remains as unpredictable and uncertain
as ever. Investors can attest to a high
level of uncertainty that has persisted for a
number of years. The term “unexpected”
has become a staple of the New Normal
environment. The word “unexpectedly” has
been printed by Bloomberg News in their
headlines a record number of times in recent
years1. The most recent “unexpected” news
hitting the headlines: collapse in oil prices to
7 year lows, China devaluing their currency
and the sharp fall in Asian stock markets.
In this environment, we believe that
investors value a higher level of certainty
and predictability. Infrastructure assets are
characterized by their stable cash flows
underpinned by need based demand. The
assets have long-lives, contractual revenue
streams, are typically regulated and provide
essential services for society. The sum of
these features leads to performance of
the assets that is relatively unaffected by
“unexpected” macro world events. Listed
infrastructure companies owning these assets
are well positioned to offer attractive returns
to investors, with less risk to the variability of
their earnings than general equities.

1

Michael Kantrowitz, Emily Needlell, Francois Trahan. “What will be on the cover of the WSJ in a year?.” Cornerstone Macro
17 August 2015: 1-14. Print.
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We see three main drivers supporting our
positive outlook for listed infrastructure
market fundamentals: 1) Organic growth, 2)
Committed investment, and 3) Demand for
economic use assets. The first driver, organic
growth, stems from the capital investment
required to upgrade and replace aging
infrastructure and is primarily needs-based
with regulatory support backed by attractive
returns on investment. Committed investment
refers to new infrastructure to support changing
energy needs and sources such as natural gas
and renewables replacing reliance on coal and
nuclear energy sources. Lastly, demand for
economic use assets such as transportation and
pipelines remains solid and should benefit from
rising global economic growth.
The first two factors driving growth for listed
infrastructure companies (organic capital
expenditure and new committed investment) are
uncorrelated to the macro economic outlook
and provide a high degree of predictability over
the next 3 years given the lead time, political
support, and regulatory nature of such projects.
Moreover, we estimate that these factors
account for nearly 70% of our forecasts for 8%
CAGR in earnings and dividend growth for the
market over the next few years.

Three Main drivers supporting a positive
outlook for the listed infrastructure market:
•

Organic growth: Stems from the
capital investment required to upgrade
and replace aging infrastructure.

•

Committed investment: New
infrastructure to support changing
energy needs and sources (such as
natural gas and renewables replacing
reliance on coal and nuclear).

•

Demand for economic use assets
(i.e. transportation and pipelines):
Remains solid and should benefit from
rising global economic growth.

ENHANCING AND UPDATING AGING INFRASTRUCTURE
Technological advances in medicine have led
to a rise in the lifespan of adults in developed
economies. Likewise, the useful life of aging
infrastructure in the developed world has been
extended. For example, 44% of London’s sewer
mains are over 100 years old and the average
age of New York City’s sewer mains are 84
years old. The life of these systems can only
extend so far before they lose their reliability
and integrity, ultimately becoming prohibitively
expensive to maintain.
The impact of aging infrastructure on our daily
lives is evident and impacts both economic
and social aspects of our future. Increased
demand due to population growth over the
past 50 years is stretching the capacity of the
systems and facilities we use for transport
and that provide our energy and water. The
economic impact of delays in travel due
to poor road, rail and airport facilities is

immense. Of even greater concern are the
health and safety issues arising from crumbling
bridges, leaky gas mains, water shortages, and
railroad accidents. In many cases, the under
investment in infrastructure is in part due to the
fact that the assets are owned by government
entities. The balancing act of investment needs
and the willingness to fund those needs from
taxpayers is influenced largely by politicians.
Lacking strong leadership at the asset level, the
politicians push for less investment so as to not
burden their constituencies with rising costs of
living. However, listed infrastructure companies
operate with a different attitude. Public
companies recognize their role as caretakers
of the assets for the public good, but also are
incentivized to push for investment to increase
the effectiveness and safety of those assets as
well as their longevity as investment drives the
profitability of the company.
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Listed infrastructure companies in the
developed markets own an estimated $4.3
trillion in infrastructure assets globally. We
estimate that companies in the developed
markets will spend $220 billion annually
upgrading, replacing and expanding their
existing assets. While some of the amount
of increase is depreciation or maintenance
expense, we estimate that nearly 70% of the
capital spent, or $155 billion, is revenue
generating growth capital expenditure. On
the asset base of $4.3 trillion, that means an
annual growth rate of 3.6%.

due to the aging infrastructure and need
for investment. Companies are tackling the
investment into aging assets each year, but
only so much can be done in a year. The
thousands of miles of rusting cast iron gas
pipelines (29,358 at end 2014 in the U.S.2)
are being replaced and upgraded in sections.
The same is true for the outdated water mains,
transmission lines, rail lines and roads. Exhibit
1 below shows the intensity of annual capital
expenditure for specific areas of infrastructure
spending. Importantly, this investment is being
done generally under a regulatory structure
which provides certainty into the returns.
Moreover, the investment will be undertaken
regardless of the next “uncertain” macro event.

This growth rate of 3.6% is organic and
repeating. It is a built in level of growth
Exhibit 1: Areas of Growth Capital Expenditure
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* Utilities are typically able to earn a return on maintenance capital expenditure and in this way may be viewed as organic growth capital expenditure
Source: CBRE Clarion Securities as of August 31, 2015

U.S. Aging Water Infrastructure – A Case Study3
The aging water and wastewater infrastructure in the United States is in constant need of
modernization and replacement. In 2007, the EPA estimated that approximately $390
billion of capital spending would be necessary over the then next 20 years to replace
aging infrastructure and ensure quality wastewater systems across the United States. The
investment included thousands of miles of pipeline as well as thousands of treatment plants,
storage tanks and other key assets between 2011 and 2030 to ensure the public health,
security and well-being of our cities, towns and communities. Additionally, in 2013 the
American Society of Civil Engineers’ Report Card for America’s Infrastructure gave the water
and wastewater infrastructure a “D” grade.
U.S. Water Infrastructure Facts:
• A major water main breaks every two minutes
• Two trillion gallons of treated water is lost every year at a cost of $2.6 billion due to
faulty pipelines
• Nearly 80% of all pipelines are over 30 years old, while over 25% are over 70 years old†
†
2
3

Data based on American Water’s pipeline system
United States. Department of Transportation. Pipeline and Hazardous Materials. Web. 17 September 2015.
American Water Works Company, Inc. 10-K fiscal year ended December 31, 2014. American Water Works Company, Inc.
Web. 9 September 2015.
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Developed Countries’ Infrastructure is Aging and in Need of Repair...
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...Creating a Need for Increased Investment in Infrastructure Spending
Estimated Infrastructure Investment Requirements in OECD Countries
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CHANGING ENERGY SOURCES
A seismic shift in how energy is produced in the
developed economies is leading to significant
investment opportunities for listed infrastructure
companies. Exhibit 2 below illustrates how
energy use is forecast to be relatively flat in the
developed world from 2010-2040 represented
by OECD countries (Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development) however
the energy mix is changing dramatically as
it moves from coal toward natural gas and
renewable resources. Such changes are
generational in scope.
Exhibit 2: Projected World Primary
Energy Consumption
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Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration, International
Energy Outlook 2013

Natural Gas: Replacing Coal as
Base Load Power
The combination of political will and social
desire for “green” energy has led to policy
changes in most developed economies that
are having a demonstrative impact on power
generation. Starting in the 20th century, the
historical go-to for power has been coal.
Today, coal represents between 30-40% of the
power mix for most developed economies.
Coal is also a baseload power, providing
power whenever needed. However, coal
is a polluting fuel that damages the Earth’s
atmosphere.
The goal of recent environmental regulations
is to reduce pollution from burning coal, which
emits carbon dioxide, nitrogen oxide, and
sulfur dioxide. Nuclear is the cleanest power
solution, but it is out of favor due to safety
concerns following the disaster in Japan in
2011 causing plants to be shut-down globally,
putting added pressure on finding energy
sources. Fortunately, natural gas is a clean

alternative. It is also an abundant resource
following a sharp increase in production
in the U.S. with the advent of fracking and
horizontal drilling technologies. Natural gas
combined cycle power plants emit half the
level of CO2 for every kilowatt hour of energy
produced compared to coal fired power
plants. Gas fired power plants can also serve
as baseload plants, providing power during
all seasons and climates.
Natural gas is increasingly an important
resource in the global power generation
market. The excess supply in the U.S. is
opening up markets around the world, many
of which were importing gas from Qatar,
Russia and other energy producing nations.
The abundance of supply and therefore low
cost of natural gas is making the switch from
coal more practical and economical.
New infrastructure is needed to support
this changing power market. Natural gas
pipelines are needed to connect historically
coal or oil driven power markets to natural
gas. Liquefaction facilities for exporting
natural gas, called “LNG”, are needed in
coast markets in the U.S. and Australia.
Import regasification facilities are also being
built in Europe and Asia to receive the gas.
The culmination of this capital investment is in
the hundreds of billions of dollars.
Listed infrastructure companies have a major
investment in the gas market. They own
assets from the wellhead (where the resource
is produced) that gathers gas in the fields,
transports the gas through long-haul pipelines
to the storage facilities, and along distribution
pipelines to the ultimate final consumer.
Owning the assets places the companies in
the best position to make new investments to
connect to new markets and power projects.
We forecast that the listed infrastructure
companies will invest $215 billion in gas
infrastructure over the next 5 years. We view
this investment as organic as the need for
power market change is driven by policy/
regulation and given the shut-downs already
underway for coal and nuclear plants, such
investments have become a necessity to avoid
black/brown-outs. Unexpected macro events
are unlikely to alter this trend. A potential risk
to this expectation would be a change in
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policy/regulation back towards coal, which
seems highly unlikely given the status that
climate change has at the global level.
Renewables: Policy Driven Growth
While natural gas has been taking a prominent
role in replacing coal power generation,
renewable power generation is undeniably
a fixture in the future of the global energy
market. In 2013, renewable energy was nearly
half of the new power generation capacity
added among all technologies. The renewable
market, primarily wind and solar, has seen
incredible levels of innovation and technological
improvements that has made the costs
competitive with traditional energy sources like
coal. We highlighted this trend earlier this year
in our report, Renewable Energy: Emerging Core
Infrastructure. (click here to view the report)

Another key theme from that report is that
roughly $300 billion annually is being invested
in renewable assets. The investment is likely to
continue for the next 5-10 years as governments
remain steadfast in their plans to promote clean
energy.
Listed infrastructure companies are increasingly
active in financing the growth in renewable
investment as they serve as the final owner
of the assets. The assets offer secure, longterm cash flow streams generally tied to strong
credit counterparties (like utilities or local
governments). The opportunity for investment
for these companies is significant as the scale of
new investment far outweighs their existing asset
base. The level of investment required provides
a long runway of predictable and secure growth.

Recent headlines underpinning the political commitment to renewable energy include:
Reuters, August 24, 2015:
“President Barack Obama on Monday
expanded his push for greater renewable energy
adoption, announcing fresh financial incentives
for solar power development and use.”

EuObserver, June 16, 2015:
“The EU looks set to achieve its 2020 target
of a 20 percent share of renewable energy,
according to the European Commission’s
biennial progress report”.

Wall Street Journal, June 30, 2015:
The U.S. and Brazil pledged to work toward new
commitments to reduce the impact of climate
change...Both countries pledged to increase
the share of renewable energy—other than
hydropower—in their electricity-generation
mixes to 20% by 2030...The White House
called the two countries’ targets for increasing
renewable energy “a bold new commitment”
that will require the U.S. to triple the amount of
renewable energy on the grid and Brazil to more
than double the sharein its electricity mix.

Bloomberg, March 18, 2015:
“China raised its solar target for 2015,
promising to add almost 2 1/2 times as much
capacity as the U.S. added last year, as it races
to clear its increasingly polluted air…The nation
of almost 1.4 billion people is targeting a more
than tripling of its solar power capacity to 100
gigawatts by 2020, the National Development
and Reform Commission said in November.”
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Demand Stable for Transportation Assets
As previously discussed, some infrastructure
assets are partially tied to economic demand,
even though that demand is fairly stable given
these assets serve a vital economic and social
need. Transportation assets like toll roads,
airports, railroads, and ports all have some level
of their revenues tied to the volume of traffic that
flows through them. In addition, existing

energy infrastructure assets like gas pipelines
and storage facilities have contracts that are tied
to volumes. We continue to believe that global
economic growth is improving and therefore
expect transportation assets to see higher traffic
and volume which will drive their earnings and
dividends higher in the coming years.

SUMMARY
In an uncertain environment, infrastructure assets offer investors relatively predictable growth.
The growth is secured by required investment in aging infrastructure, as well as new investment
in expanding our energy resources to respond to the political and social demands of a greener
world. Listed infrastructure companies are well placed to benefit from these trends and we
believe will offer investors attractive risk adjusted returns as they deliver on our expectation of
8% CAGR in earnings and dividends the next few years.

IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES
©2015 CBRE Clarion Securities LLC. All rights reserved. All data as of 08/31/2015 unless otherwise noted. The
views expressed represent the opinions of CBRE Clarion which are subject to change and are not intended as
a forecast or guarantee of future results. Stated information is provided for informational purposes only, and
should not be perceived as investment advice or a recommendation for any security. It is derived from proprietary
and non-proprietary sources which have not been independently verified for accuracy or completeness. While
CBRE Clarion believes the information to be accurate and reliable, we do not claim or have responsibility for
its completeness, accuracy, or reliability. Statements of future expectations, estimates, projections, and other
forward-looking statements are based on available information and management’s view as of the time of these
statements. Accordingly, such statements are inherently speculative as they are based on assumptions which may
involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties. Actual results, performance or events may differ materially
from those expressed or implied in such statements.
Past performance of various investment strategies, sectors, vehicles and indices are not indicative of future
results. Investing in infrastructure securities involves risk including to potential loss of principal. Infrastructure
equities are subject to risks similar to those associated with the direct ownership of infrastructure assets. Portfolios
concentrated in infrastructure securities may experience price volatility and other risks associated with nondiversification. While equities may offer the potential for greater long-term growth than some debt securities,
they generally have higher volatility. International investments may involve risk of capital loss from unfavorable
fluctuation in currency values, from differences in generally accepted accounting principles, or from economic or
political instability in other nations. There is no guarantee that risk can be managed successfully. There are no
assurances performance will match or outperform any particular benchmark. Indices are unmanaged and not
available for direct investment. PA09222015
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